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The first measurement of anti-kT jets and two-particle angular corre-
lations of charged particles emitted in high energy e+e− annihilation is
presented. The archived data at a center-of-mass energy of 91 GeV were
collected with the ALEPH detector at LEP between 1992 and 1994. At
91GeV, no significant long-range correlation was observed in either the lab-
oratory coordinate analysis or the thrust coordinate analysis, where the
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latter is sensitive to a medium expanding transverse to the color string be-
tween the outgoing qq̄ pair from Z boson decays. We also present the first
measurement of anti-kT jet energy spectra and substructures compared to
various event generators, NLO, and NLL’+R resummation calculations.
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1. Introduction

Hadronic colliders have observed quark–gluon plasma-like signatures in
progressively smaller systems. One of the examples is the long-range correla-
tion particles. A ridge-like structure has been observed in high multiplicity
proton–proton (pp) collisions [1]. In nucleus–nucleus collisions, the long-
range structure is interpreted as the consequence of an expanding quark–
gluon plasma, while for smaller collision systems, the interpretation is less
clear. In order to gain more insight into the origin of such a correlation in
small systems, it is, therefore, interesting to search for it in e+e− collisions,
where there is no complication of hadronic initial state. Jet measurements
are also of interest in e+e− collisions. Jet measurements in LEP (see e.g. [2])
were limited to earlier generation of jet-finding algorithms and, therefore,
not directly comparable to more recent measurements (e.g. [3–6]) from the
hadron colliders, where the anti-kT algorithm [7] is commonly used. In this
work, we reanalyze the ALEPH e+e− collision data taken during LEP1 at
91.2 GeV to search for potential ridge-like structure in two-particle corre-
lations [8]. A first measurement of the jet energy spectra and substructure
with the anti-kT algorithm is also reported [9].

2. Two-particle correlation

The two-particle correlation results are investigated in two different co-
ordinate systems: laboratory coordinate and thrust [10] coordinate. In the
laboratory coordinate analysis, the reference axis is the laboratory direc-
tion defined by the incoming e+ and e− beams. This coordinate system is
the most similar to what is done in hadronic colliders, where the result is
sensitive to a potential quark–gluon plasma expanding perpendicular to the
incoming beams. The second coordinate system is defined with respect to
the thrust axis, or the direction of the dominant outgoing energy flow. In
the case of a dijet event, the thrust axis will be aligned with the back-to-
back dijet. The results will be sensitive to a potential quark–gluon plasma
expanding perpendicular to the dijet system.

Pairs of charged particles are paired from each event to form the raw two-
particle correlation function. They are then corrected by the “background”
correlation function to account for acceptance effects. They are constructed
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using particles paired from different events to eliminate all physics-induced
correlations. The corrected correlation function is then examined and the
ridge-like effect is searched for in the large |∆η| region. The correlation
function is projected in the |∆ϕ| variable with a selection of 1.6 < |∆η| <
3.2 to reduce correlation from particle pairs from the dominant back-to-
back dijet topologies. The function is then shifted following the ZYAM
scheme [11] before quantifying potential yield from the ridge-like signature.
The procedure is repeated with events in different Ntrk ranges, inspired by
the results in pp collisions at the LHC, where ridge-like signature is only
observed in high multiplicity events.

An example of the projected correlation function is shown in Fig. 1 for
the laboratory coordinate system in the left panel and the thrust coordinate
system in the right panel. In both cases, we observe a relatively stronger
back-to-back correlation with |∆ϕ| ∼ π compared to the near side. The
function, however, does not show any signs of a potential ridge signal, which
will manifest itself as an enhancement at |∆ϕ| ∼ 0.
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Fig. 1. Correlated yield obtained from the ZYAM procedure as a function of |∆ϕ|
averaged over 1.6 < |∆η| < 3.2 in laboratory (left) and thrust (right) coordinate
analyses.

In the absence of any observed ridge-like effects, limits on potential near-
side yield enhancement are extracted, shown in Fig. 2 for both results from
the laboratory coordinate and the beam coordinate systems. The limits are
also compared with proportionately-scaled results from the CMS experiment
on hadronic collision systems. The extracted limits are compatible with or
lower than the corresponding results from the CMS experiment, however the
uncertainty is large and prevents a quantitative statement for this dataset.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Limits on the associated yield as a function of corrected
number of tracks. The results from laboratory (thrust) coordinates are shown as
red (black) arrows. The laboratory data have been shifted right three units for
clarity.

3. Jet measurements

In the current work [9], inclusive jet energy spectrum, leading dijet energy
spectrum, leading dijet total energy, and inclusive jet substructure (jet mass
normalized by jet energy M/E, groomed jet mass normalized by energy
MG/E, groomed jet momentum sharing zG and angle RG) are measured.

Jets are clustered [12] from the energy flow objects with the e+e− version
of the anti-kT algorithm [7] using energy instead of kT and opening angle
instead of ∆R ≡

√
∆η2 +∆ϕ2. The jet resolution parameter R is chosen to

be 0.4 in this set of results in order to compare with analogous results from
the hadron colliders. Once the jets are reconstructed, dedicated calibrations
are derived and applied. The energy scale of the jets is first calibrated in sim-
ulated events using the archived PYTHIA 6 simulation. Additional residual
calibrations are derived for data to account for data-simulation differences
based on differences between two sides of the detector and the event-wide
multijet mass. The size of the residual corrections goes up to 1%. The rela-
tive difference of jet energy resolution between data and simulation is found
to be up to 5%. For the jet substructure, the SoftDrop [13, 14] algorithm is
used, with the setting zcut = 0.1, β = 0.0.

The spectra are unfolded for detector effects. Due to jet energy smearing
effects, jet substructure measurements are done in bins of jet energy with
a two-dimensional unfolding. Sources of systematic uncertainties include
the jet energy scale and resolution, contribution from combinatorial jets not
associated with a parton from the hard process, unfolding procedure and
regularization, and modeling uncertainty. For the energy spectra measure-
ments, the dominant source is the jet energy scale and resolution, while for
the substructure measurements the dominant is from modeling.
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The energy spectrum from e+e− collisions at 91.2 GeV is shown in Fig. 3.
In the left panel, the spectrum is compared with PYTHIA 6, PYTHIA 8, Her-
wig 7.2.2 , and Sherpa generators. None of the popular event generators
reproduce the spectrum fully. The deviation at lower jet energy points to
potential room for improvement in wide-angle energy and multijet produc-
tion. The result is also compared with NLO parton level spectrum and NLL’
R-resummed calculation [15].

Fig. 3. Measured inclusive jet energy spectrum, normalized by the number of events
used to perform the measurement. Left: The data are compared with predictions
from various generators, normalized to have the same area as the data. Right: The
data spectra are compared with pQCD calculations.

An example of the jet substructure result is shown in Fig. 4. The left
panel shows the invariant mass of the sum of all constituents of the jet, while
the right panel shows the mass of the groomed jet. They are also compared

Fig. 4. Measured jet mass (left) and groomed jet mass (right) for inclusive jets.
The data are compared with predictions from various generators.
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with the same event generators. All the generators capture the bulk well,
however, there is some deviation toward the tails. We direct the reader to
our recent paper [9] for the complete set of results.

4. Summary and outlook

Measurements on two-particle correlations and anti-kT jet are reported
using the archived ALEPH e+e− collision data at 91.2 GeV. In contrast to
results from hadronic collisions systems, the potential ridge-like signature is
not observed in the correlation function and the limits are reported. These
results provide new insights into the nature of the long-range correlations in
smaller systems. The first measurement of the anti-kT jet in e+e− collisions
can provide input to theory calculation and tuning of event generators.

With the LEP2 data at higher energy, the kinematic reach of the mea-
surements is expected to be higher, and it will be interesting to follow up with
additional studies. The calibrated jets are also an excellent testing ground
for the new algorithm developed for other collision systems, and they can
be used to provide clean alternative measurements without the complication
of hadronic initial states, providing additional insights not easily obtained
from only hadronic collision systems.
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